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He did this by separating completely mind and |
body the former he said is free the latter
completely determined But by admitting that
tiie will can produce states of body he was left
Tfith the problem of how this could happen—a
problem which the so called Occasiomsts solved
to their own satisfaction by stating that the will
is free and God so arranges the universe that
what a person wills happuos Baruch Spinoza
(nss-T?) a Dutch Jew whose independence
of thought had led to his excommunication
from the Amsterdam Synagogue in 1658 was
a complete detennimst He asserted that God
and Nature are one everything that happens
is a manifestation of God s inscrutable nature
and it is logically impossible that things could
be other than they are Thus both Hobbes and
Spinoza were determimsts for entirely opposed
reasons The former as a materialist the latter
because he believed in the absolute perfection
and universality of God. "i et the great religious
mystic and mathematician Blaise Pascal (1623-
62) held that no matter what reason and cold
logic may indicate we know from direct religious
experience that we are free John Calvin
(1509-64) and Martin Luther (1483-1546) were
both detenninists. See Calvinism, Lutheranism
To the more practical British philosophers
John Locke (1032-1704) and David Hume
(1711-76) free will was related to personality
Locke behoved that God had implanted in each
individual certain, desires and these determine
the will the desires are already there but we
use our will to satisfy them Hume argued that
a man s behaviour is the necessary result of his
character and if he had a different character he
would act otherwise Accordingly when a
mans actions arise from his own nature and
desires he is free He is not free when external
events compel him to act otherwise (eg if he
stakes another because his own nature is such
he is free as he is not if he is compelled to do so
against his desire) Leibnitz (1646-1716) al
though as a German metaphysical philosopher
holding very different general views said much
the same thing—that choice is simply selecting
the desire that is strongest But most of tbe
18th cent from Voltaire onwards with, the great
exceptions of Rousseau and the later German
philosophers Kant Fichte Schopenhauer
and Hegel who were initially influenced by him
accepted determinism .Rousseau (1712-78)
began to stem the tide by his declaration that
man is a free soul striving to remain free and
only prevented from being so by society and tbe
cola science which stifles his feeling heart
Once again the will became important as Kant
(1724-1804) asserted that belief in freedom is a
moral necessity although it cannot be proved by
reason the moral nature of man shows that
there is a transcendental world beyond the
senses where freedom applies Fichte and
Schilling found freedom in the Absolute ego
or God of whom each individual was part and
thus also free Hegel (1770-1881) saw the
whole universe as evolving towards self aware
ness and freedom in mart although this could
only be fully realised in a society that makes for
freedom Even God himself only attains full
consciousness and self realisation through the
minds of such individuals as are free Ibis is
the goal of the dialectical process (See
Dialectical Materialism.)
The Scientist * View For the scientist the
law of cause and effect is a useful hypothesis
since by and large it is necessary for him to
assume that all events are caused. Neverthe
less the modern tendency Is to think in terms of
statistical probability rather than relentless
mechanistic causality and, although, the free
will problem does not concern the scientist as
such, it is clear that freedom and determinism
(assuming the terms to have any meaning at all)
axe not necessarily opposed In sociology for
example we Tcnow that certain actions will pro
duce certain results upon the behaviour of people
in general e.g that raising the bank rate will
discourage business expansion. But this does
not mean that Mr Brown who decides in the
circumstances not to add a new wing to his
factory ib not using his free-will Even in the
case of atoms asDr Bronoweld has pointed out
the observed results of allowing gag under pies
 sure in a cylinder to rush out occur because most
of the atoms are obeying the scientific law
relating to such situations But this does not
mean that some atoms are not busy rushing
across the stream or even against it—they are
but the general tendency is outwards and that
is \vhat we note Lastly the modern philo
sophical school of Logical Analysis would
probably ask, not whether Free will or De
tenmmsm is the true belief but whether the
question has any meaning For what scientific
experiment could we set up to prove one or the
other true? The reader will note that some of
the philosophers mentioned above are using ths
words to mean quite different concepts
Dialectical Materialism, the combination of Hegel s
dialectic method with a materialist philosophy
produced by Karl Mars (1818-83) and his
friend Fnednch Engels (1820-95) It is the
philosophical basis of Marxism (g v) and Com
munlsm (3 v) Dialectic to the ancient
Greek philosophers meant a land of dialogue or
conversation as used particularly by Socrates
in which philosophical disputes were resolved
by a series of successive contradictions a thesia
is put forward and the opposing side holds its
contradiction or antithesis until m the course of
argument a synthesis is reached in which the
conflicting ideas are resolved
From Thesis through Antithesis to Synttttsis
Hegel m the 10th cent put forward the view
that this process applies to the course of nature
and history as they strive towards the perfect
state But to him aa to the Greeks the conflict
Was m the field of ideas The universal
reason behind events works through the ideas
held by a particular society until they are
challenged by those of another which supersedes
them and in turn usually by war becomes the
agent of universal reason until the arrival of
a new challenger Hegel therefore regarded
war as an instrument of progress and his
Prussian, compatriots found no difficulty m
identifying then- own state as the new agent of
progress by universal conquest Feuerbach
Lassalle and other early socialists were im
pressed by some of Hegel s ideas eg that
societies evolved (with the assumption that
finally their own ideal society would be achieved)
and that truth morals and concepts were
relative so that a type of society that was
good at one tune was not necessarily so at
another But Marx and Engels in effect turned
Hegel upside down, accepted his dialectic but
rejected his belief that ideas were the motive
force On the contrary they said ideas are
determined by social and economic change as a
result of materialistic forces (See Calvinism
where it is pointed out that the Marxist view is
not that Calvin changed men s economic ideas
but rather that a developing capitalism un
consciously changed his) The historical
materialism, of Marxism purports to show that
the inexorable dialectic determines that
feudalism is displaced by capitalism and
capitalism by creating a proletariat (its anti
thesis) inevitably leads to socialism and a
classless society The slate as a tool of the
dominant class, withers away Dialectical
materialism is applied in all spheres. As a
philosophy there is little to be said for it save
that it has shown us the close dependence of
man s thoughts upon current material and social
conditions. But as a battle-err or a rational
isation of Marxism it wields immense power over
the minds of men See Marxism.
Dianefacs See Scientology
Diggers one of the many sects which flourished
under the Commonwealth (others were the
Muffgletonians, the Levellers the Millenarians
and the Fifth Monarchy Men) so-called because
they attempted to dig (I e. cultivate) untilled
land Gerrard Winstanley a profoundly re
ligious tto" and leader of the Diggers believed
in the economic and social equality of man and
castigated the clergy for upholding the class
structure of society In his boob The Trus
Leoaier a Standard Advanced (1640) he wrote
Every day poor people are forced to work for
fourpence a day though corn Is deal And yet
the tithrag priest stops their mouth and tells
them that inward satisfaction of mind was
meant by the declaration tbe poor shall in

